The Islamic Republic of Iran supported custom office package in
production

Iran custom office is one of the main organizations that regulate external
commerce which plays an important role in national economy. In order to using
custom office’s capacity, we could support the internal production and also
regulating internal economy in that case the welfare of manufacturers and
consumers will increase.
This year has some main qualities that should paid attention, First, Ayatollah
Khamenie called this year economical holy war .second, this year is then first
year that executed the fifth expanded law in Iran economy (this program
regulated by pay more attention to 1404 lunar outlook so that now Iran is one of
the developed country in economy and technology in its area) third, the Iran
government supported the manufacturers units and also reformed the energy
costs.
In order to codifying the supported custom office package in production, we
will face to execute the two topics to talk about:
1) Awarding facilities for import duties
Some manufacturers units encounter with lack of liquidity. There for, Iran
custom office countervails some parts in liquidity on the basis on regulates and
laws.
1-1) releasing merchandise via bank security - bond
One of the noticeable facilities for production units is releasing the .1
merchandise by via bank security – bond. by relying on matter (1) ,
regulation part ( 3) and supplemental law matter ( 12) , the financial

Requirement of government (decree number 718 (T), 37914 (K) in .2
1387/1/10 by minster of council) in accordance with related
prescription will be accomplished.

2-1) releasing credit sale pieces and raw materials
Releasing credit sale pieces and raw materials are given to production units
without any payment look like a credit sale. The custom office kept the part of
the merchandise as a security according to the merchandise values. The cost of
the merchandise cost paid at the agreement date and then they released from
custom office.

3-1) performing tariff preference
Performing tariff preference for separated knocked down parts (SKD) and
completely knocked down parts (CKD) according to document clause 12 is used
for removing some obstacles in production and industry investment.
Other facilities for production units are supporting the internal production so
that the production units will need less liquidity.

4-1) to relief from import duties
For importing machinery in production line can acknowledge by ministry of
industrials and mines so that they can relief from import duties. These relieves
are used for supporting internal production and fulfill liquidity in production
units.

5-1) paying back the raw materials import duties and import equipments in
production units.
Production units for exported their own business goods can import the

raw

material and equipments according to regulation in custom office. Then they
can pay import duties raw material and equipments. As last they can export their
own business goods.

6-1) Getting the security insurance
Another facilities in Iran custom office is taking out a contract with
insurance companies in exporting security insurances , because they prepared
transit producer and import raw material for internal manufactures .

2) Facilitating the custom office formalities
One of the main purposes of Iran custom office is facilitating the custom office
formalities. So that business process reengineering and modern custom office
paid more attention (the topic of the law 20 is about facilitating and renewing
the industry)
The main steps in these are:
1-2) creating special appraising service in production units
In order to facilitating the custom office formalities in preference custom , the
special appraising service with more activity in production units settled .
Until custom formalities in production unit will be done in minimum time and
condition.

2-2) priority in creating private ware house for product units.
The private warehouse of custom office is used by economical actives’ so that
they can keep their imported goods there. This year the production units get
benefits from this, because they made it in priority.

3-2) decreasing some of the released raw materials in production units.
Sending repeated samples for imported raw material to slandered institution
lab and Iran industrial research institution caused that we faced more time
for spending in that . so that to remove this problem first , we should find
the production units which they did no t have any problem s in importing
their raw materials . if they import their materials from the same custom
office and also if the lab confirmed their raw material 's nature , so it is not
necessary to send repeated samples to standard institution lab and Iran
industrial research institution .

4-2) leading the import declaring and superior export in production units
to yellow and green routes.
In order to facilitating the economical costume actives' for a good payers or for
who has a golden commercial card (according to mutual exchanged interaction
letter between Iran custom office and commercial room and also Iran ministry
of industrials and mines) the import declaring of these units leaded in green and
yellow routes and also the export declaring which is belong to superior exporter
was led to green and yellow routes.

5-2) releasing the import goods without interruption in production units.
According to mutual exchanged interaction letter with standard organization
in Iran industrial research institute, it was appointed that in regard to
regulation , the import goods which sent to warehouse without interruption.
and also It is not necessary for some companies which belong to the same
ministry in importing good such as hygiene ministry , medical ministry that
their merchandise checked .
6-2) doing formalities in evaluating the place in exporting goods without
any limitation in time and place.
If the applicants who are responsible in evaluating exported goods in warehouse
or its own product ( according to document214 in custom office law )
producing or warehousing the goods are possible in holidays and out of
office hours .
7-2) accepting the exported samples in production units.
If the good which exported by good payers in production units did not have any
bad records and did there exported formalities in the same custom office and
also by knowing about the lab sight about the exported merchandise nature ,
It is not necessary for custom office to check that merchandise .
Notice: the staff units are responsible to communicate this in minimum time
about 30 days, and also to perform that and how to perform this in circular letter
model and directions to executive custom office must be communicated.

